
Button to change working 
speeds.

with 2 working
speeds

180 / 360 
revolutions / min.

Complete mechanics made 
of metal. Parts that come 
into contact with water are 
made of brass.

High quality and robust 
tow bar for optimal hand-
ling.

Ergonomic, solid handle 
element with robust swit-
ches and integrated bend 
protection for the power 
cord.

 Item no. 

HERCULES DUO SPEED  208001 
incl. fresh water tank 12 liters, 
scrubbing brush, shampooing brush,
pad driving plate, power cord 12 m, signal red

STANDARD ACCESSORIES:
Scrubbing brush 17''   205121
Shampooing brush 17''   205120
Pad driving plate (16-17'')   205122
Fresh water tank   205105
Power cord 12 m   201030

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES:
Pad white 17'' (PU 5 pcs.)      201005
Pad red 17'' (VE 5 pcs.)      201006
Pad green 17'' (PU 5 pcs.)      201008
Pad black 17'' (PU 5 pcs.)      201007
Queen Bonnet Pad 17''      201009
Power Pad 17''      201076
Duo Pad 17''      201077
Additional weight (14 kg)      205123

Scrub brush
Art.-Nr. 205121

Shampoo brush 
Art.-Nr. 205120

Pad driving plate 
Art.-Nr. 205122

Disc pads for any surface 
in various degrees of 
hardness.

Power Pad 
Art.-Nr. 201076

Duo Pad 
Art.-Nr. 201077

Robust single disc machine with two working speeds (180 / 360 revolutions / min.)  
for efficient, fast and cost-effective cleaning and polishing.

HERCULES Duo Speed

Two in one
The Hercules Duo Speed combines the advantages of a slow 
and fast runner in only one device. Owing to its two working 
speeds, it is the perfect solution for efficient, fast an cost-ef-
fective cleaning and polishing. 

As low-speed machine operated with 180 rpm, our new Her-
cules Duo Speed can ideally be applied to clean a great va-
riety of floor coverings is ideal for basic cleaning of a wide 
variety of floor coverings. When changing the working speed 
to 360rpm, our robust single-disc machine also enables the 
crystallization of natural stone floors as well as polishing of  

 
various floor coverings. The two working speeds can be easily 
switched with the integrated button on the motor head.

The Hercules Duo Speed is not only extremely versatile but 
also provides the same advantages and features of our well-es-
tablished and high-quality Hercules single disc machine. The 
large, user-friendly and ergonomic control element makes the 
Hercules Duo Speed easy to operate.

The Hercules Duo Speed is easy to operate due to the user-fri-
endly and ergonomic control element.

TECHNICAL DATA 
Mains voltage  220-240 V / 50 Hz
Power  1500 W / 1000 W
Sound pressure level  54 LpA [dB].
Brush speed  180 / 360 rpm 
Max. pulley diameter  17'' / 432 mm
Diameter of driving disc  16-17''
Fresh water tank  12 liters
Weight  48 kg
Cable length  12 m
Additional weight  14 kg

The Hercules...fulfils all conditions in order to clean heavily 
soiled surfaced. In addition by choosing the Hercules Duo 
Speed, you do not only benefit from an excellent price-per-
formance ratio but also from a long-lasting, reliable and 
powerful single disc machine flexibly applicable on all sur-
faces. The machine is supplied with standard equippment 
including a 12 liter fresh water tank, a pad driving plate, and 
a shampooing and scrubbing brush.
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